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Nicaragua

1.

The Nicaragua (Sanctions) (EU Exit) Regulations 2020 (S.I. 2020/610) were made under the
Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering Act 2018 (the Sanctions Act) and provide for the freezing of
funds and economic resources of certain persons, entities or bodies responsible for human rights
violations and abuses, the repression of civil society and democratic opposition, or the undermining
of democracy and the rule of law in Nicaragua.

2.

On 15 November 2021 the Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office updated the UK
Sanctions List on GOV.UK. This list provides details of those designated under regulations made
under the Sanctions Act. A link to the UK Sanctions List can be found below.

3.

Following the publication of the UK Sanctions List, information on the Consolidated List has been
updated.
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Notice summary
4.

The following entries have been added to the consolidated list and are now subject to an asset
freeze.
Lumberto Ignacio CAMPBELL HOOKER (Group ID: 14150)
Fidel de Jesus DOMINGUEZ ALVAREZ (Group ID: 14152)
Ana Julia GUIDO OCHOA (Group ID: 14148)
Fidel Antonio MORENO BRIONES (Group ID: 14147)
Rosario Maria MURILLO ZAMBRANA (Group ID: 14145)
Gustavo Eduardo PORRAS CORTES (Group ID: 14146)
Alba Luz RAMOS VANEGAS (Group ID: 14149)
Juan Antonio VALLE VALLE (Group ID: 14151)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What you must do
5. You must:
i.

check whether you maintain any accounts or hold any funds or economic resources for the
persons set out in the Annex to this Notice;

ii.

freeze such accounts, and other funds or economic resources and any funds which are owned
or controlled by persons set out in the Annex to the Notice;

iii.

refrain from dealing with the funds or assets or making them available (directly or indirectly)
to such persons unless licensed by the Governor;

iv.

report any findings to the FRA at financialsanctions@gov.ky, together with any additional
information that would facilitate compliance with the Regulation;

v.

provide any information concerning the frozen assets of designated persons to the FRA at
financialsanctions@gov.ky by completing and submitting a Compliance Reporting Form
(CRF). Information reported to FRA may be passed on to other regulatory authorities or law
enforcement.

6.

Where a relevant institution has already reported details of accounts, other funds or economic
resources held frozen for designated persons, they are not required to report these details again.

7.

Failure to comply with financial sanctions legislation or to seek to circumvent its provisions is a
criminal offence.

Further Information
8.

Copies of recent notices, UK legislation and relevant guidance can be obtained from the Nicaragua
financial sanctions page on the Gov.UK website:
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/financial-sanctions-regime-specific-consolidated-listsand-releases
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9.

The Consolidated List can be found here:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/financial-sanctions-consolidated-list-oftargets/consolidated-list-of-targets

10.

The UK Sanctions List can be found here:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-uk-sanctions-list
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For more information please see OFSI’S guide to financial sanctions:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-financial-sanctions-guidance

12.

For general information on financial sanctions please see our Financial Sanctions Guidance
http://fra.gov.ky/app/webroot/files/2020-0221%20FRA%20Financial%20Santions%20Guidance%20(Final).pdf

13.

Enquiries
Enquiries regarding this Financial Sanctions Notice should be addressed to:
The Sanctions Coordinator
Financial Reporting Authority
P.O. BOX 1054
Grand Cayman KY1-1102
Cayman Islands
financialsanctions@gov.ky
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Administration and Career. There are reasonable grounds to suspect that in her role as
President of the Supreme Court of Justice she has undermined the independence of the
judiciary, denying accused parties in the courts a free and fair trial, and permitting and
actively encouraging cruel, degrading and inhumane treatment of accused parties. She
is responsible for undermining democracy and the rule of law, repression of civil society
and the democratic opposition and for human rights violations. (Gender): Female Listed
on: 15/11/2021 Last Updated: 15/11/2021 Group ID: 14149.
8. VALLE VALLE, Juan Antonio
Title: Senior Commissioner DOB: 04/05/1963. POB: Matagalpa, Nicaragua Nationality:
Nicaragua Passport Details: D113169 Address: Nicaragua. Position: (1) Senior

Commissioner (2) Chief of Department of Surveillance and Patrolling, Nicaraguan
National Police Other Information: (UK Sanctions List Ref): NIC0013 (UK Statement of
Reasons): As a senior commissioner of the Nicaraguan National Police (NNP), Juan
Antonio Valle Valle is responsible for human rights violations against civilians during
protests, which began on 18 April 2018. The NNP's Department of Surveillance and
Patrolling, of which Valle Valle is Chief, has repeatedly restricted the freedom of
assembly and expression of Nicaraguans in Managua. Valle Valle was responsible for the
harassment by police against individuals sheltered in the Metrocentro shopping centre
in Managua in 2019. He is therefore responsible for undermining democracy and the
rule of law, repression of civil society and the democratic opposition and for human
rights violations. (Gender): Male Listed on: 15/11/2021 Last Updated: 15/11/2021
Group ID: 14151.

Financial Reporting Authority
Portfolio of Legal Affairs
15/11/2021
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